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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:   BEATRIZ RECARI 
Saturday, June 22, 2013 
 
 
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  All right, I'd like to welcome our co-leader into the clubhouse 
for the Walmart Northwest Arkansas Championship, Beatriz Recari.  Nice round today, 
6-under, 65, takes your two-day total to 10-under.  Just walk us through your day and 
what was working well for you? 
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Well, I started really strong yesterday and then on the back nine I 
was a little slow.  So that's the good thing about playing early, it's like you get to sleep and 
you can keep up that momentum.  And I felt really great on the range, hitting really solid, 
and then I felt like today there are some good opportunities out there where you can be 
aggressive and I took advantage of that.  And I started really low very early in the round, 
so that helped me keeping that momentum and felt really great.  I made sure that I 
position the ball at the right spot and made some putts.  And still I left some out there.  So 
overall I feel really good about tomorrow. 
 
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  Last year you were one of I think two players to consistently 
make every single cut.  You've continued that this season, grabbed your second career 
victory.  Just talk about how that victory kind of validated your consistent play.  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Yeah, definitely.  I mean, I always said it last year.  Last year I 
considered my best season so far even though I didn't win because I showed a little 
consistency that I wanted and I was really good, you know.  It was very challenging to 
make every cut every week.  And I obviously got some good feedback that I was doing 
things right, but I was missing a little something to win.  So I kind of -- in December when I 
took some time off, I had time to think about how I was going to approach this season and 
just keeping doing the same things, you know.  Obviously when something is working, just 
keep on doing it and then figure out what is not that good and just work on that to improve.  
And obviously I hit the right buttons and so, like I say, I'm just keeping it simple and 
keeping working on the same things. 
 
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  We've got five tournaments to go until the Solheim Cup teams 
are selected.  How does that feel and how are you approaching these next five 
tournaments?  How does it feel to be in the running to be on the European team?   
  
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Yeah, well I don't want to think about it too much.  Obviously there 
was a little disappointment that I didn't make it two years ago.  All I can do is just do my 
best every day and make sure that I'm not my own enemy, I don't get in my own way.  I 
just want to focus on what I have to do.  You know, Solheim Cup has been -- you said five 
more weeks, or almost two months, five more tournaments.  So I cannot control what 
Liselotte's going to do, but all I can do is try and do my best and play my best and then 
give her some good reasons to pick me. 
 
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  We'll take questions for Beatriz. 
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Q   Beatriz, you started on the back nine yesterday, ended up even par.  Today you 
started out on the front nine, go 4-under.  What was the difference between 
yesterday's front nine and today?  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Nothing really.  I mean, I don't want to get too analytical, my front 
nine, back nine, what I score each day.  I like to just take it one hole at a time and just do 
my best.  Like I said, I just felt really good about yesterday.  I felt like I left some shots out 
there in the front nine of the golf course, and all I wanted to do is just keep on doing the 
same things.  I'm hitting the ball great, so, you know, be confident that I am going to be 
able to get the ball close to the pin and just keep giving myself some good chances.  I 
mean, the difference, not really.  I think overall I'm pretty happy and proud of how I 
handled myself the last two days.  And like I said, I have very clear idea of what I have to 
do mentally so I feel very confident and very good for my last round. 
 
Q   Beatriz, you started so quickly this season and I think the only hiccup you had 
was in Texas.  What has happened since then?  Did you have a feel coming in that 
you could put two rounds like this together?  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Yeah, well, Texas was a good learning experience.  Coming from 
Hawaii, such a long travel and it's always windy in Hawaii.  So I thought I maybe kind of 
lost my tempo playing in such windy conditions in Hawaii.  So I learned.  I will look forward 
to next year and I definitely learned what will happen, so I'll prepared for that.  And then all 
I did was just keep on doing my drills for the last year and a half and, you know, maybe 
keep on just refining little by little.  And that's the one thing that I think I've been doing 
really well. 
 
Q   Was there anything about this course or is there anything about this course in 
particular that really suits your game that has made you feel comfortable this week?  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  I think I have been driving the ball really well.  It's not as tight, but still 
there are some holes where you have to be aware and you have to drive it really well.  
And the good thing about playing this morning is I believe we have nine holes without so 
much wind and it's already blowing pretty hard.  So even if you're in the fairway, with this 
course there are a couple holes that you might be blocked by the trees even though you're 
in the fairway.  So I think what suit me, one thing, is being able to drive it really well.  And 
then the good thing about this course, the greens roll true.  So it's quite -- feels about to 
whatever you read that it's going to roll that way.  It's good when you step on the greens to 
make some putts and keep on, you know, building that confidence. 
 
Q   What were some of the key putts for you today, could you just take us through 
No. 14, your last birdie?  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Key putt, ball No. 1, I started off on fine, I birdied that hole.  No. 3, 
good putt, like right on, exactly how I read it.  Knocked the club out on 5, gave myself a 
good chance on 6, birdied 7, good chance on 8, good chance on 9.  12, I made it from 
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three feet, and then 14, yeah, just a good thing about the hole is that I put it on the right 
side and even though I had a little right to left break, you know, putting uphill that always 
helps.  And then just kept on getting my chances.  Left it short -- made it on 15, same on 
16, 17 practiced much, and then on 18 it was a good putt, just kind of tricky but felt really 
good.  And like I said, the good thing on these greens is that it rolls so true.  
 
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  I know you've been working on some Japanese with the LTC.  
You know four different languages.  Just talk about why you're wanting to learn such 
different languages and that experience at the LTC.  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Well, I wanted to learn different languages because of many 
reasons.  I started learning English when I was five.  And the good thing about Europe is 
that in school you study so many different languages.  I think that I'm good at learning 
language, and I learn really quickly so I always wanted to learn an Asian language ever 
since I was very little.  When I went to Japan for the first time I just fell in love with the 
culture, with the people.  They're so nice, polite, and so many things that I love about the 
culture.  So I thought that's perfect, I'm going to start learning Japanese.  And the 
partnership with LTC is perfect because it suits my personality, what I want to do, makes 
me smarter.  That always helps.  And I also kind of miss that side of me as a student.  I 
had to leave university when I was playing in Europe because I just felt that doing both at 
the same time was too much and I was not giving my best.  And so I still miss that little 
student side of me.  And also the good thing about travel as well is that you travel through 
so many different countries and so many different nationalities on this tour that it just kind 
of helps understanding other players.  I always felt that every time you learn a different 
language it's a good chance to understand how they think, little things, why they say 
things like that, and why you have to approach certain things different way.  I always think 
that it's fascinating and I love learning different languages.  
 
Q   Which other languages do you know?  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Well, I know Spanish, I know English, even though I hit the dictionary 
a couple times.  French I learned at school, then Norwegian.  And then I'm learning 
Japanese, and we'll see, maybe I was thinking about learning Portuguese because it's so 
close to Spanish and Rio is coming soon, sooner than we all think.  So it might help for 
those two weeks that we're going to be in Rio. 
  
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  Last question, do you know who Kenny Loggins is?  
 
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Gosh, no, I don't. 
 
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  He's a singer.  Free concert tonight.  You should go.    
  
BEATRIZ RECARI:  Okay.  I'll talk to my manager. 
  
KATIE ANN ROBINSON:  Good luck this week.  
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BEATRIZ RECARI:  Thank you.  
 
 
 


